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Introduction 

 

Sintering of metals is usually explained by a two particle model which describes neck growth 

and centre approach by surface energy minimisation.In 3D samples in addition to the particle 

centre approach, cooperative material transport occurs - the movements of entire particles 

relative to surrounding particles, for example particle rotations [1]. These rotations are 

usually attributed to tensile stresses due to asymmetric interparticle contacts [2], 

inhomogeneous centre approaches [2] and the need to form low energy grain boundaries [3]. 

The existence of particle rotations was shown by Herrmann and Gleiter [4] using a sphere 

plate model, by Wieters using rows of spheres [1] and by Exner using 2D arrangements of 

monocrystalline spherical copper particles [5]. However, inside 3D specimens cooperative 

material transport was rarely investigated. 

Computer tomography, especially high resolution synchrotron computer tomography (SCT), 

is a suitable method to investigate particle movements in 3D samples. First results were 

obtained by ex-situ [6, 7] and in-sit analyses [8]. These experiments proved the existence of 

particle rearrangements in the 3D case. 

Furthermore, it became clear that the rotation of particles in 3D specimens can be analysed 

quantitatively using high resolution SCT in combination with photogrammetric image 

analysis. As shown in our previous experiment MA-290 and at BESSY II, it has become 

possible to measure rotation processes inside of 3D specimens. 



 

Results 

 

We successfully measured samples of the same material prepared in an identical way on 

PREVIOUS occasions (see introduction and report MA-290). The new experiment was 

supposed to allow for a more detailed analysis of the sintering processes. We prepared single 

crystal copper spheres with FIB marker holes to follow intrinsic rotations of the particles. 

THIS time the quality of the 3D images is not sufficient for an image analysis. 

The only differences (beside the FIB marker holes) to previous experiments by us:  

1. this time we used glue recommended by the local contact, (as we could use it (only) once 

before and had a very good experience of its quality),  

2. extended sintering profile.  

Both differences should improve the quality of the measurement. According to Dr. Marco Di 

Michiel the problem seems to be related to the presence of the in-situ furnace at high 

temperatures (provided by the ESRF) itself and the situation was improved by M. di Michiel, 

but during the subsequent measurement of samples it turned out to be not sufficiently 

resolved as was even present in samples without FIB marker holes, i.e. samples identical to 

the ones used in previous successful experiments. A more detailed analysis was not possible 

in the allocated beam time. 
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